Make A Huge Difference
You already pay monthly for energy,
mobile phone, and other home
services. You also probably support
your favorite charities whenever you
can. Switch&Support is a way you can
generate monthly funds for a favorite
charity without spending more money.
If you have time, take a look at our
website and learn how you can
make a difference with us.
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Unlimited talk, text, and data
4G LTE data speeds
Mobile hotspot
Use your own number and device
No contracts
Wi-Fi Calling
4G LTE Plus Network (Sprint)
International Services
Requires eligible 4G LTE device
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As low as $30/line
Electricity and Natural Gas
in Select States

Limited Time Promotional Price

TX (electricity); GA (gas); DE, IL, MD,
NJ, NY, OH, PA,& DC (electricity & gas)

Residential & Commercial Service
Sign up for any plan longer than 12
months and Stream will pay your
early termination fee - up to $150!
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Perfect for home or home office.
Combines features of a mobile phone
and reliability of a home phone with
crystal-clear calling & neat features.
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